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Connecting Seas

“A knight from Flanders”. Noble Migration and 
Integration in the North in the Late Middle Ages

Anu Lahtinen
University of Turku

AbstrAct

This chapter deals with the migration and integration processes of noble newcomers in the me-
dieval Nordic Kingdoms, especially in the medieval area of Finland – then a part of the Swedish 
Realm. It focusses on the case of the Fleming family, the representatives of which arrived from 
Western Europe to Denmark, Sweden and Finland in the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries. It 
appears that they managed to assimilate into the local elite partly thanks to their good connec-
tions with the rulers of the Union of Kalmar that was uniting all the Nordic kingdoms under the 
Danish ruler. The situation offered special opportunities for newcomers such as Klaus Fleming, 
who had gained a position of trust in Denmark. On the other hand, the political turmoil could 
also change the situation from favorable to unfavorable. To strengthen one’s position amongst the 
local nobility, it was also important to create important connections via marriages. Studying the 
local laws of distributing inherited landed property, the author points out how marriage helped 
newcomers like the knight Klaus Fleming to get access to landed property – the source of wealth 
and power at that time. The author also discusses the position and role of women as receivers and 
mediators of property, and their more active roles as widows and mothers or links between male 
relatives. Special attention is given to marital economy as defined by Amy Louise Erickson and 
Maria Ågren.

Artikkelissani käsittelen aatelisiatulokkaita Kalmarin unionin aikaisessa pohjolassa, erityisesti 
Ruotsin valtakunnan itäisella alueella, joka nykyään tunnetaan Suomena. Esimerkkitapauksena 
tarkastelen ritari Klaus Flemingin ja hänen jälkeläistensä asettumista Suomeen. Pohdin erityisesti, 
mitä säilyneet tiedot kertovat Ruotsin myöhäiskeskiaikaisten aatelisperheiden avioliitto- ja liittolai-
suusmenettelyistä. Artikkelissani tarkastelen myös sitä, miten Fleming-suvun vaiheet suhteutuvat 
aikakauden aateliston yleisiin oloihin sekä aatelismiesten ja –naisten asemaan sukuverkostoissa. 
Niukkanakin lähdeaineisto kertoo aikakauden ylhäisten sukujen jäsenistä ja näiden keskinäisistä 
liittolaisuussuhteista.

Vaikka aatelisto sai hallitsijalta läänityksiä, sen vauraus perustui keskeisesti perintömaahan, johon 
sukulaisilla oli vahvat oikeudet. Avioliittojen kautta tulokkaat ja heidän lapsensa saattoivat silti saa-
da haltuunsa perintöomaisuutta, jopa merkittäviä kartanoita Lounais-Suomen vaurailla rannik-
koseuduilla, minne eliitin, valtakunnallisen hallinnon ja kirkon toiminta keskittyi. Analyysissäni 
korostankin aviotalouden [marital economy] merkitystä. Tätä käsitettä ovat käyttäneet mm. Amy 
Louise Erickson ja Maria Ågren, jotka korostavat, että avioliitto oli keskeinen omistusoikeutta, peri-
mystä ja omaisuuden hallintaa määrittävä instituutio.

Flemingin suku rantautui Suomeen 1300-1400 –lukujen vaihteessa, kun ritari Klaus Fleming sai 
hoitaakseen Suomen laamanninviran. Klaus Flemingin jälkeläisille kertynyt maaomaisuus kuvastaa 
hyvin aikakauden bilateraalisia sukulaisuuskäsityksiä ja perintömenettelyjä: sekä miehet että naiset 
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perivät lakisääteisen osuuden maaomaisuutta, joten myös aviovaimojen kautta siirtyi merkittäviäkin 
asuinkartanoita. Miesten oli myös luovutettava vaimoilleen merkittäviä tiloja huomenlahjana, puo-
lisonsa leskeneläkkeenä; naisella oli huomenlahjaansa vahva käyttö- ja omistusoikeus. 1500-luvun 
alussa osa Klaus Flemingin miespuolisista perillisistä oli saavuttanut niin arvostetun aseman, että 
he saivat puolisokseen Tukholman ja Uplannin läänistä kotoisin olevien vauraiden aatelisperheiden 
tyttäriä ja kirjasivat näiden perintökartanon asuinkartanokseen.

IntroductIon

While emigration, immigration and integration are hot topics in present day Europe, they are 
not exactly something new. Numerous examples of active migration and its consequences can be 
found in medieval Europe, for example. Taking a look at the medieval Baltic Sea region, historians 
can easily observe migration by merchants and craftsmen. Medieval towns had their lively net-
works, and merchant sons were sent abroad to learn languages, skills and habits that would be use-
ful for them. Even common people and servants would leave their home districts to serve in castles 
or towns far away. They were even able to communicate relatively easily with each other, thanks 
to the fairly close resemblance of Low-German, often used by merchants, and different Nordic 
languages (with the exception of Finnish and Estonian). These people of different origins would 
often live in harmony with each other, even though linguistic and cultural differences could some-
times be used as rhetorical weapons in everyday quarrels and for political objectives1.

Noble men and women, too, might change their princely or royal lords, entering the service of 
another regent in another country2. Medieval people did not identify themselves with a nation 
in the same way as modern Western people do: rather, they had sworn fidelity to their ruler and 
his regnum and identified themselves as his subordinates. In certain conditions, this bond could 
be annulled and a new one estabilished with another ruler3. As Nordic kingdoms had elective 
monarchies, even rulers might be welcomed from abroad or banished to exile. As a consequence, 
noble persons might find it necessary to leave their country of origin if they wished to stay loyal 
to their lords or ladies.

Noble immigrants represented a very privileged group compared to common migrants, and they 
could avoid many difficulties that newcomers might face in a foreign country. Even these privi-
leged immigrants would, however, face certain special economic and political challenges while 
settling down in their new place of residence. To follow a ruler and to get offices in a new kingdom 
was not enough. The newcomers had to acquire property and establish relations with the local 
nobility and aristocracy. Noble immigration was connected to the power struggles of the time, 
and political turmoil could be fatal for the aspirations of the newcomers.

In the following, I am going to analyze the migration and integration process of noble immigrants 
in the Nordic Kingdoms during the time of the Union of Kalmar, from the late 1390s to the 
1520s. During this period, all Nordic kingdoms – Denmark, Norway and Sweden4 – were, at least 
in principle, united under one ruler, Queen Margaret, and this had some special consequences for 
noble migration in the area of the Union. I will give special attention to the offspring of one new-
comer, Klaus (Pedersson) Fleming – a trusted man of Queen Margaret, whose descendants later 
had very prominent positions in 16th- and 17th-century Swedish warfare and politics. The courses 
of theirlives are useful in analyzing what kind of economic and marital arrangements would help 
these newcomers to settle down. In fact, my main argument is that these two factors – economics 
and marriages – were remarkably intertwined when it came to integrating the newcomers.

Indeed, so many important economic arrangements of the time were connected to marriage that 
Amy Louise Erickson and Maria Ågren have suggested a term marital economy to be used when 
discussing the distribution of wealth in the medieval and early modern North. This included ne-
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gotiating economic arrangements in connection with getting married, then the division or an-
nexation of the property of the married couple, and finally the position of children or relatives 
as heirs or supporters of their elderly parents5. The Swedish patterns of inheritance had special 
consequences in the marital economy and marital strategies of the nobility. Emphasizing these 
elements, I am going to discuss the logic of marital economy in a special historical situation, in the 
context of the Union of Kalmar.

newcomers And the unIon of KAlmAr

The Union of Kalmar, formed in the 1397, would, in principle, last until the 1520s and 1530s, 
even though it faced continuous inner conflicts, crises and dethroning of rulers and competing 
rulers from the 1430s onwards. As a widowed queen mother, Queen Margaret had even earlier 
been ruling Norway and Denmark in the name of her little son Olaf. After Olaf ’s early death, 
Margaret had adopted her infant cousin, Eric of Pomerania (Erik av Pommern), to become her 
successor. From the age of eighteen, he was referred to as the ruler of the three Nordic kingdoms. 
In practice, Margaret kept ruling until her death as the fullmektig frue og rette husbonde [Dan. 
plenipotentiary mistress and lawful householder – words that usually refer to a male head of the 
house or family]6.

In the words of Steinar Imsen, the Union could be characterized as a dynastic confederation, as 
the kingdoms were not merged into one7. The Swedish aristocrats had a Council of their own, 
for example, and the subordinates of each kingdom made a certain difference between people 
of ‘Swedish’, ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Danish’ origins – though not exactly in the nationalistic sense of 
modern times8. Nevertheless, the Union was dominated by the Danish ruler, and many trusted 
men of hers would gain important positions and offices in Norway and Sweden9. The Union cer-
tainly inspired more migration in the upper strata of the society, when noble and aristocratic 
persons would move and form marital alliances over the old borders of kingdoms10.

Many of the newcomers from Denmark had ancestors from the Northwest of the Continent as 
well. Hence, in medieval and early modern Swedish genealogies, there were many references to 
French, German, Danish and Norwegian ancestors, as recorded in the genealogies written by Ab-
bess Anna Fickesdotter (Bülow)11, Convent of Vadstena, Sweden:

[...] the same coat of arms is used by my Father’s kin in Germany and France, for I have been told 
that my paternal great grandfather, son of well-born parents, was born in France [...] and my kin 
is now living in all of the following three kingdoms: Sweden, Denmark, and earlier even Norway, 
and both my paternal and maternal kin are to be found in Germany12.

Some of the references, such as those claiming kinship with Charlemagne, were mere fiction, but 
often there was a justified consciousness of foreign ancestors two or three generations back. The 
abovementioned Abbess Anna Fickesdotter also commented on the close connections between 
her noble ancestors and the Royal family of Erik of Pomerania, thus pointing out one element 
typical of noble emigrants of the time: they had a privileged position in the royal court.

My maternal grandmother’s father was called Erik Krummedike, and his wife was Lady Beata; 
both were of respectable and well-born parents, and I have been told that she was born in Bavaria 
and a relative to King Erik [of Pomerania], which is probable, as their children were very much 
loved by the King [Erik] and Queen Philippa13[...]
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Royal connections were important for the Fleming family14 as well. The members of this family 
are first mentioned in Pomerania and Denmark in the middle of the 14th century. The surname 
refers to Flemish origins, and one 16th century Swedish genealogy even ventured to make a fol-
lowing statement of the origins of the Fleming family as follows:

A knight from Flanders came to Finland and ‘made a good match there’; his name was Klaus Flem-
ing, and he became the forefather [of the Fleming family described below]15.

If one takes a closer look at the medieval documents, it becomes clear that this genealogical note 
is actually merging facts relating to many generations and referring them to one character. The 
aforementioned Klaus Fleming did, indeed, move to the area ofFinland16 at the turn of the 15th 
century. However, he had not come all the way from Flanders to Finland. Earlier his grandfather 
seems to have held an office as a bailiff in Barth, Pomerania, from the 1330s to the 1350s. Klaus 
Fleming’s father, Peder Fleming, was active in the area of Denmark and Sweden proper (i.e. the 
area of present day Sweden); he was later buried in Stockholm17.

Thus, it is difficult to date the moment of migration from Pomerania to Sweden or Denmark. It 
seems that both Peder Fleming and his sons occasionally changed their lords in the area of the Bal-
tic Sea Region. We can, however, observe the gradual migration and integration of the members 
of the family in the Nordic area. In the end, Johannes Fleming settled in Sweden proper; Herman 
Fleming stayed in Denmark and became a Lord Chamberlain there, while Klaus Fleming, the 
protagonist of this study, finally settled down in Finland18.

Fig. 1
Genealogy of the Fleming family.
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In the 1380s and 1390s, Klaus Fleming and his brother Herman had appeared many times in 
the service of Queen Margaret19. Around 1396, Klaus Fleming was dubbed a knight – a sign 
that he had been accepted into the elite of the nobility20. The Fleming brothers were not alone 
in their progress: even other privileged newcomers, with their origins in the area speaking Ger-
manic languages, would obtain positions of high prestige. It has been suggested, albeit with 
some reservations, that newcomers of this kind were useful allies for the ruler Their local net-
works were modest and they had only little, if any, allodial landed property. Consequently, they 
had to be loyal to the regent, to whom they owed their position. This may be partly relevant, 
even though it must be noted that these newcomers would establish their own connections and 
even gain influence over the regent as trusted persons and even economic supporters of the king 
or the queen21.

In the early years of the Kalmar Union, Queen Margaret was securing the position of the Danish 
regent by nominating her favorites to important positions in the three kingdoms22. It was then 
that Klaus Fleming was made the lagman [Sw. the supreme judge] over the whole area of Finland 
In the North of Europe, judicial offices were mostly held by noblemen who seldom had any co-
herent theoretical education in legal matters. At the ting [Sw. the district court], their scribes and 
other learned men would provide them with information about legislation.

Earlier, the office of lagman of Finland had been in the hands of prominent noblemen born and 
raised in the Swedish Realm. The predecessor of Klaus Fleming, however, had been a lesser local 
nobleman, who had proved to be fickle in his political opinions and had finally fled from the 
Kingdom. In the light of these events, Queen Margaret may have been especially anxious to give 
the office to someone she could trust, and Klaus Fleming seemed to have some contacts to the 
area through his father23. As a lagman Klaus Fleming would not only distribute justice; he would 
also look after the interests of the Queen and take care of relations with the Hanseatic League 
– functions in which he had gained experience already while in Denmark24. It was typical of the 
time that the offices and spheres of responsibility were not clearly defined. Rather, it was the social 
status of a person that defined his or her sphere of action.

mArItAl economy And IntegrAtIon

At this point, it was not yet clear whether Klaus Fleming and his offspring would stay in Fin-
land for a long while. It seems that Klaus Fleming, his wife Cecilia and his eldest son, Peder, had 
planned to live their lives in Denmark or in Sweden proper, when Klaus’ nomination to the office 
of lagman in Finland changed the situation25. Many noblemen would settle down to the area 
where they had their office, trying to accumulate their wealth and landed property there. Others, 
however, kept options open for new moves. Occupants of important positions in the area of Fin-
land did not always accumulate landed property or contract marriages there; they regarded their 
stay in the Eastern part of the kingdom as a mere temporary arrangement and were looking for 
more central positions for themselves or for their offspring26.

If we use local accumulation of landed property as an indicator for a newcomer’s state of integra-
tion, we may conclude that Klaus Fleming was not rapidly extending his estates in the area Fin-
land. The queen gave him some fiefs which he could tax and thus gather income. As a judge, Klaus 
Fleming would also acquire some property and even land via his judicial activities, because part 
of the fine was paid to the judge as a payment for his work. Some fines would be paid in landed 
property, or the judge could lend money to the offenders so that they could pay their fines, and 
then take their estates in exchange27. Thus, having an office was an important source of wealth, but 
Klaus Fleming did not or could not himself acquire the possession of inherited allodial real estates 
– the most important resource for income and status.
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The situation changed with the next generation, probably with the help of the father. This was 
when the genealogy’s note about “making a good match” became actual. It was via marriages that 
the sons of Klaus Fleming, like many other newcomers, came to possess their most important 
manors in the area ofFinland and Sweden proper – manors given as dowries or inherited from 
the maternal side. Moreover, they would accumulate their wealth in the areas of the Southwest of 
Finland, the local centre of lay and ecclesiastic administration that had close contacts toSweden 
proper28.

Though not yet a prominent landowner, Klaus Fleming had gained important social capital and a 
position near the ruler29. In economic and social terms, he or his offspring would make desirable 
fiancé(e)s. Therefore, they could hope to marry money – or, preferably, landed property. It seems 
that Klaus Fleming was already married when he arrived in Finland. (It is, of course, possible 
that he later contracted another marriage with a Finnish noblewoman: however, the records of 
landed property do not support this idea.) His two sons, however, did strike a good match there. 
As the contemporary phrase would put it, the sons of Klaus Fleming ‘were married into wealthy 
manors’ [Sw. blev gifta till] in the most affluent areas ofFinland The saying implies that their wives 
owned or inherited these manors, which would then be inherited by their offspring. Henrik Klas-
son Fleming got through marriage the Arvassalo manor in present-day Kalanti, while his brother 
Magnus Fleming acquired the possession of Louhisaari (also called Villnäs in Swedish) in Lemu, 
both situated in the Southwestern coast ofFinland30.

When these marital arrangements are observed, it is of importance to pay attention to local prac-
tices of inheritance. From the 14th century at the latest, the law of the Swedish Realm had pre-
scribed that all siblings should have their lawful share of the inherited property of the family31. 
Both male and female heirs, and always all of the siblings, were to share inherited property and 
landed property evenly, even though women were to get one half of the proportion given to male 
relatives. Thus, property would be inherited bilaterally, both from the maternal and paternal side. 
Medieval Swedish legislation knew no explicit primogeniture and there are very few marriage 
contracts insinuating that the dowry included everything a woman could ever inherit from her 
own family32. The strong legal rights of direct heirs, still prevailing in the Finnish legislation, have 
their origins in this medieval practice.

Unlike in many other areas, then, women living in the Swedish realm had an automatic right to 
inherit from their relatives. Moreover, women also maintained their inheritance rights even after 
getting married and having been given their dowry33. The respective roles of women and men in 
the administration of this inherited property, however, were different. According to both law and 
tradition, the father was the primary administrator of the property of his unmarried daughter. The 
father was the giftoman, the person who had the right to make the final decision on her marriage 
(with her consent, though). After she was married, her husband was to administer her property 
and also to take legal action on her behalf34.

When an aristocratic father chose to accept a certain suitor for his daughter, he also accepted the 
transfer of the property to the hands of his son-in-law. In return, he could expect the son-in-law to 
become a loyal member of the family. The future son-in-law had, on the other hand, endless op-
tions for a bright future, the chance that his offspring might inherit even more than was originally 
agreed to be the inherited portion of his wife35.

The bridegroom was not, however, only on the receiving side; the morgongåva [Sw. morning-
gift] institution placed also obligation on him. The morgongåva had similarities with the English 
dower, the property that would provide a woman with her annuity in a case of widowhood. An 
aristocratic father could demand that his daughter be given a considerable morgongåva, often in 
landed property. Widows had strong rights to their morgongåva; while other inherited property 
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was strictly in the hands of the family, a widow could give the morgongåva away, even though it 
would most often go to her children. The morgongåva institution brought some balance to the 
unequal share of inherited property, even though it is not clear how big a portion of man’s prop-
erty was usually given to his wife as a morgongåva36.Even Klaus Fleming’s daughter, Ingeborg, got 
a local manor as a morgongåva when she was married with a Finnish nobleman37.

These legal practices illustrate the consequences of marital arrangements for the economic posi-
tion of medieval noblemen. The system of inheritance and concepts of kinship can be character-
ized as bilateral. In the more southern parts ofEurope, the nobility had already begun to empha-
size the importance of unilaterality and male lineage. Even though the male lineage was dominant 
in some points, Swedes thought of kinship in terms of bilaterality and saw agnate relations as an 
important way of creating networks of power38.

Bilaterality was also important for the immaterial heritage. Most children were given names of 
their ancestors, and these Christian names were inherited both from the paternal and maternal 
side39. Even coats of arms could be inherited from mother to son or from wife to a husband – es-
pecially if the male lineage had died out40. Common men could even acquire noble rank through 
a noble wife – a practice that became an object of criticism in the 16th century41. ‘A good match’ 
could also implicate that a man could obtain an office that had earlier belonged to a male relatives 
of his wife. While judicative or administrative offices were not officially hereditary (many of them 
should, according to the law, have been elective), they were, in practice, often given from father to 
son, or from an uncle to a nephew, or from a father-in-law to a son-in-law42.

The benefits of bilaterality were known to the contemporaries and affinal networks were cher-
ished. Sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law and even cousins- or uncles-in-law were called ‘dear sisters 
and brothers’ or, if elderly, asked for ‘fatherly support and advice’. Even if the formal letters did 
not necessarily reflect genuine feelings, they illustrated the expectations of friendship inside the 
family – words ‘friend and relative’ were used almost synonymously43.

For the offspring of Klaus Fleming, this system could be helpful. Provided that the sons had some 
kind of morgongåva – at least a pile of money – to offer, they could be married into wealth and 
establish good connections through their relatives-in-law. Apparently, they benefited from the 
wealth and influential position of their father. Even Ingeborg was married into a noble family; 
unfortunately, due to the scarcity of sources, less is known of her husband and their possible off-
spring.

The marital relations were often exclusively described as being created between men, and women 
seem to be rather passive links between men, at least at first sight – women inherited property, but 
it spent a lot of time in male hands. Sometimes, though, even women could be important agents 
in these processes. A widowed mother could act as a guardian and a giftoman to her daughter 
or even other female relatives. Abbess Anna Fickesdotter mentioned a widow, Lady Anna, who 
inherited from both her husband and son. Because the son had first inherited from his father and 
Anna had then inherited from her son, she was now the owner of all the property left by her hus-
band. However, she had no close relatives in Sweden. Therefore, she invited her Danish cousin to 
live in Sweden and to become her sole heiress44:

Sten Bengtsson died and the child did not live long thereafter, so the widow [Lady Anna] inher-
ited all property; and as Lady Anna was of Danish origins and had no near relatives in Sweden, she 
sent for a daughter of her maternal aunt, Maid Helvig, daughter of Lord Axel Bragde in Denmark, 
and made the maid her sole heiress, and so with good people’s help this good Maid was given to 
Bengt Fadersson45.
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While migrating men could and often would take care of offices, it seems that noble women 
would mostly migrate in connection with this kind of marital arrangements. Either they were 
wives or daughters of a migrating nobleman, or they migrated to be married abroad, usually due 
to an arrangement made by her parents or other guardians – or by the king and the queen, if the 
woman had been living under their protection at the royal court46. This was the case with Lady 
Anna and her cousin Helvig, as well as with the Danish noblewomen Ingeborg Åkesdotter (Tott) 
and her niece, Anna Hansdotter (Tott). The male members of the Tott family gained a mighty 
position in the Union from the 1460s on, and even their female relatives were married in accord-
ance with this political development. Ingeborg was first betrothed to a Norwegian aristocrat and 
then to the Swedish Sten Sture, later the riksföreståndare [Sw. a substitute ruler] of Sweden. Anna 
was married to an important nobleman in Finland47. As maids, these women may have had little 
say in their marriage; later, however, as widows, they could exert some influence through marital 
arrangements and social networks48.

One of these prominent widows was Gunilla Johansdotter (Bese). Her case illustrates the influ-
ence and the limitations of influence of a wealthy widow. In 1511, she was left a widow after her 
husband Erik Turesson (Bielke), the local governor of the Viborg Castle. Lady Gunilla took care 
of the Castle and its administrative district for a while. She did not want to be the governor for a 
longer time; her main concern was to keep things going and to secure a good economic compen-
sation for her family. If she had handed the Castle over to a new governor, she and her children 
would have lost the income of the fief of Carelia. Gunilla managed to find a good compensation: 
she was granted a good annuity, and the position of the governor was transferred to her newly wed 
son-in-law49.

It is also of importance to note that not all men were married, nor were all women. Some would 
live decades before marrying, waiting for a good match. In some cases, some of the siblings were 
prevented from marrying in order not to transmit estates from the family – part of the strategies 
of the marital economy, too50! These children might take vows and go to the service of the church 
– creating connections that Olle Ferm has deemed important in his analysis of the medieval net-
works of the Swedish Oxenstierna family. Even the Fleming family established connections to the 
local church of the area of Finland. Klaus Fleming’s fourth son, Johan, became a canon in Turku. 
Johan’s abovementioned brother, Henrik, was married into the family of the powerful Bishop of 
Turku, Magnus II Tavast. The family was also supporting the local Brigittine Convent of Naantali, 
and they cherished the (apparently false) family tradition that their relative had been the first ab-
bess of the convent51.

crIses And fInAl IntegrAtIon

Notwithstanding all the examples of rational planning presented, it is important not to over-em-
phasize the strategy-like patterns of marital economy. It is not always easy to decide whether the 
influence of the parents or of the family was decisive, or whether the children were “naturally” 
brought up to choose their spouses in the same circles. Every now and then the sources reveal that 
some marriages which, in the eyes of posterity, seem to have been well calculated and successful, 
were first objected to by parents and appeared disasterous to other contemporaries. Moreover, 
marriages and other settlements that may have seemed profitable at first, may have proved later to 
be disasters.

Still, at the turn of the 1430s it may have seemed that the members of the Fleming family had 
played their cards well in the area of Finland. After the arrival of the first generation and the mar-
riages of the second, it seemed that there were chances for a peaceful integration under the rule 
of Queen Margaret and later King Erik of Pomerania. In the late 1420s, the lagman position was 
given to Peder Fleming, the eldest son of Klaus Fleming, so he was following in the steps of his 
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father. The other children too seemed to be well established and integrated in local networks52. 
All seemed to be well and the future prospects of the Fleming family seemed to be bright.

At this time, however, the Union went into crisis. Different interests had led to continuous con-
flicts between Swedish and Danish aristocrats from the 1430s, when there were armed rebellions 
and peasant uprisings. It is during these rebellious times that Peder Fleming disappears from the 
documents – had he fled? Or had he been killed? Some noble people of foreign origins are known 
to have been ousted from Sweden at the time. The scanty sources do not give details about Peder’s 
fate, but his disappearance seems to be indicative of the change in power relations. When King 
Erik of Pomerania was ousted, the Fleming family could no longer rely on their connections with 
the royal house in Denmark. The Union was not officially abandoned, but the Swedes would 
often elect riksföreståndare of their own. Klaus Fleming’s sons were no longer mentioned in im-
portant positions or as knights. Perhaps their integration had not been as thorough as one might 
have expected53.

Nevertheless, Henrik, Ingeborg, Magnus and Johan Fleming had their families, their relatives-in-
law and their manors in the area of Finland As years went by, they assimilated to the local nobility. 
In this position, Klaus’ grandson, Joakim Henriksson Fleming, would become a member of the 
Swedish Council in the late 15th century. Joakim’s sons and grandsons, for their part, became sup-
porters of the rising power of the royal Vasa family in 16th-century Sweden. They would gain an 
important position as supporters of the Swedish king against the aspirations of the Danish regent, 
and they were now experts in the politics and military affairs of the Eastern area of the Swedish 
realm. Thanks to their higher position, some of these men were able to marry rich heiresses and to 
acquire important manors in central areas of Sweden proper54.

In conclusion, it might be stated that the integration process of the newcomers was a complicated 
one. It was possible to gain influential positions through marriage, important offices, good politi-
cal and social networks – but if one of these was missing, the newcomer might find himself in 
a vulnerable position. Still, the noble immigrants of the Union period were certainly privileged 
ones, and they had many options available even in troubled times.
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